
SIGNIA ACCESSORIES
CONNECTIVITY AND CONTROL 
AT YOUR FINGERTIPS 

Whether changing settings remotely or streaming audio, Signia’s broad 
range of stylish, practical, and easy-to-use accessories makes everyday 
life easier for you as a hearing aid wearer. 

STREAMERS

StreamLine TV - Programmed for superb sound
Via StreamLine TV, TV sound can be fed directly into 
Bluetooth - equipped Signia hearing aids. You can even 
control the TV volume directly from your smartphone 
via the Signia App!

Smart Connect - Effortlessly connected, 
seamlessly integrated
The Smart Connect wirelessly connects hearing aids to 
different Bluetooth enabled devices so sound is streamed 
directly into the hearing aids. Plus, it also acts as remote 
control for program or volume adjustments and is 
controllable via the Signia App.

StreamLine Mic - Hands-free connectivity 
in premium stereo quality
The Streamline Mic enhances the fantastic features of your 
Signia hearing aids, using Bluetooth connectivity. They also 
become hands - free mobile headsets and wireless stereo 
headphones that stream highest quality audio into both 
ears from any Bluetooth device. You can even adjust the 
streaming volume individually via the Signia App.

www.chimehealth.co.uk



For more information, please speak to your
Chime Hearing Care Professional or contact us on: 

T: 01392 402223    W: www.chimehealth.co.uk
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All of the Signia Accessories are usable ‘out of the box’ - meaning that your 
Hearing Care Professional doesn’t need to program them prior to use. 

Simply, connect and control! 

REMOTE CONTROL

TRANSMITTER

miniPocket - Ultimate discreet control
Small enough to carry on a keyring, the miniPocket 
is the ideal solution for anyone who wants discreet, 
convenient hearing aid control without the need for 
a large remote control smartphone.

Smart Transmitter - Connecting TVs without 
Bluetooth to your Smart Connect streamer
The Smart Transmitter connects TVs to the 
Smart Connect. This way, sound can be wirelessly 
streamed directly into the


